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Introduction

• Learning about Markermeer case

• Challenges of the water manager

– you are challenged to come with measures to improve the
situation

• The Rijkswaterstaat view

• Discussion/Conclusion
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Markermeer

• Large

• Very shallow (3,5m depth)

• Clay sediment

• Alkaline character

• Wind resuspension /turbidity

• Light limitation phytoplankton

• Residence time: around one year

• Major nutrient source: Eem Valley

1932

1976
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A ecosystem where change is the constant
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Drivers

• Water storage

• Navigation

• Recreation

• Fishery

• Sandmining

• Energy transition

• Drinking water 

• Transport over land (houtribdijk)

• Natura 2000

• WFD
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Navigation

• Transport function for large (inland) ships

• Pressure:

– deepening shipping cannels

– development new cannels

– indirect (and sometimes also direct) 
transport of invasive species
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Water storage

• Large capacity of water storage for use of level maintaince /irrigation
or discharge to Markermeer for flood protection of northern and
central part of NLs

• Pressures:

– Water level fluctuation management (unnatural!)

– Sluices, dikes, weirs etc.

– Prevent influence brackish character

– Water discharge

– Water use

• Positive aspect is that clean Markermeer water is flushing high 
nutrient concentrations in large parts of NoordHolland
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Recreation boating

• Pressures:

– Waste water (decreasing)

– Birds disturbance

– Deepening area

– Mowing of plants
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Recreation: swimming

• Many locations

• Some locations (Randmeren) 
>100.000 visitors per year

• Pressures:

– Relatively low
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Fishery

• Pressures:

– (risk of) too high intensity

– sportfishery low pressure
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Recreation: land/water related
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Other uses and pressures
in Markermeer

• Other recreation: surfing, kite-surfing

– Bird disturbance

• Sandmining:

– Deepening areas

• Energy transition:

– Space for solar panels on water

– Use of energy from water (cold or warm)

• Drinking water (reservation)

– Relatively small, but restrictions for brackish character

• Cultural values

• Invasive species
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And the ecosystem? the intrinsic values
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De-eutrophication: the consequences

• Lower fish biomass, less fish eating birds

• ANT: phytoplankton low food quality and lower availability

• WFD and Natura2000 possibly contradictionary

• Which measures can we take?
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Summary

• Water is an important service in quantity and
quality

• Quantity is more important than quality for
most users 

• Quality for many users is stronger on ‘salinity’ 
conditions than on ‘ecology’

• Good ecological quality is often indifferent for
many users except for swimming and drinking

• Good ecological quality is in some cases 
experienced as negative by some users 
(boating and macrophytes)

• Some users are within one group very specific
in their service by the ecosystem (pike fisher
likes GES, bream fisher not) 
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Which measures can we take?
• Improve the ecological status

• Improve the Natura2000 values
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Inspiration for measures

• Inspiration from Estonia ‘Vortsjarv’
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Challenges for Rijkswaterstaat

• Improve the ecological status to GEP

• Improve Natura2000 values to ‘favourable status’

• Don’t change important uses: safety, water level fluctuation, salinity

• New ambition: Program for Restoration of ccology of large Public 
Waters to create a robust ecological systems

– What is robust?

– Which measure do we plan, and which effect is expected?

– Do we need to bring in line Natura2000 and WFD objectives?

• Rijkswaterstaat is part of the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water 
Management = political decisions are important and often
stakeholder driven
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Food web analyses helps to get insight!
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Discussion
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Conclusions


